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Symantec Content Analysis
Leading the Way 

Over the summer, when Symantec
rolled out its new Secure Web
Gateway (SWG) solution, it also
announced the decoupling of
hardware appliances into separate
hardware and software components
to offer more convenience to
customers. In a follow-up move,
Symantec Content Analysis (CAS) is
similarly being decoupled to offer
customers more purchasing flexibility
and scalability.
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Symantec has introduced a new set
of Security Analytics (SA) appliances
and flexible Enterprise Licensing.
This new hardware platform offers
much higher storage density,
deployment flexibility, greater
scalability and cost savings.

WHY UPGRADE

Radicati Names Email Security Top
Player

Symantec Email Security solutions
were once again named Top Player
by Radicati in the Secure Email
Gateway Market Quadrant 2020. Find
out why Symantec has consistently
been awarded the Top Player rating
in every report published over the last
five years.

READ BLOG

Why Upgrade to the New
Enterprise Licensing

With the new Enterprise Licensing
model, customers are now able to
purchase hardware and software
separately for greater deployment
flexibility, scalability, and cost
savings, allowing deployment as
needed – on-premises, in the cloud,
or a blended solution.

WHY UPGRADE

Symantec Web Security Service:
Latest Progress

What are your organization’s cyber
security priorities heading into 2021?
Learn more about the Symantec Web
Security Service latest progress and
how it fits in our industry-leading
SASE solution.

READ BLOG

New Symantec Messaging
Gateway 10.7.4

The Symantec Messaging Gateway
team is preparing a new release
including enhancements on policies
and encryption. Stay tuned and follow
the Symantec Messaging Gateway
help portal.

LEARN MORE

Why Renew your Messaging
Gateway Solution

Whether you are in the process of
renewing or looking for a new email
security solution, this document
explains the value of the awarded
Symantec Messaging Security
solution and what makes it stand out
from the crowd.

WHY RENEW

Demystifying SASE and Creating a
Foundation for Your Digital
Transformation

Join our Network Security experts as
they provide insight into core use
cases where adopting SASE can help
you today, and implementation
strategies that maximize performance
while reducing user friction.

REGISTER NOW

"Don’t Surf, Don’t Click!” The
Better Way to Access Websites
and Download Files

Meet experts from Symantec and
Votiro to learn more about the risks
your organization faces when
browsing the web and downloading
files. Instead of blocking access, you
can provide users with a safe
experience.

REGISTER NOW

Advanced Attacks Require Advanced Security: Multi-layered Threat Protection

Learn how Symantec Content Analysis uses a comprehensive approach to security that
offers unequaled protection against known, unknown, and targeted attacks.

PLAY NOW

Email Security.cloud, Phase 2 Migration to Google Cloud Platform

Between January and May 2021, Symantec Email Security.cloud infrastructure will move
from AWS to GCP. These dates have been revised since our communication to all
customers in October. There is no need for customers to make any system changes
before the migration. Please read this FAQ for more information and the dates specific to
your geographical region.

READ FAQ
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